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POLITICAL EQUALITY
THOMAS CHRISTIANO

Introduction

Philosophical thinking about democracy has not come very far
in spelling out the standards that legitimate democratic institu
tions should meet. Political philosophers and theorists have not
got beyond general justifications of democracy and some vague
outlines of what the ideal they use in justifying democracy migh
entail when it comes to defining standards for institutions.1
Elsewhere I have worked out a justification of political equality

in terms of a conception of egalitarian justice that requires

equality in the distribution of resources. I have shown how tha
notion of equality ought to apply in circumstances of conflict
over certain goods. Those goods are what I call collective prop
erties of society, which are defined as properties that affect al

or most people in some way, good or bad. I have argued tha

these goods ought to be chosen by means of collective decision
making procedures and that the resources for determining the
outcome of these procedures ought to be distributed equally.2
Here I elaborate on what the idea of political equality involves.
The question is, what is a coherent and plausible conception
of political equality that will fit within the constraints imposed
by the argument for political equality? In particular, what are
the relations between procedural and political equality? My main
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conclusion is that procedural
role to play in an egalitarian t
thought.
This is so even when we try to insulate the political process
from disparities of wealth in society. It is necessary to have a
collective decision-making procedure that is insulated from the

distribution of economic resources since open exchanges be

tween the economic and the political realms would likely lead to
neglect of collective interests.
The first difficulty in constructing a notion of procedural
equality is that those criteria associated with it allow for indeter
minacies in outcome. In order to get determinate outcomes, we
will either have to violate one of the conditions of procedural

equality or we shall have to expand the concept of political
equality to include resources that are not procedural. A second
difficulty arises when we consider that to be fully egalitarian a
procedure must be global in the sense that it settles all relevant

issues as a package. This is because an egalitarian theory re

quires comparisons between complete life prospects. Since this

procedure cannot work in our world and furthermore, since

the outcomes of partial procedures, when added up, are not the

same as the outcome of a global procedure, we have another

serious difficulty for procedural equality.
Social-choice theorists have analysed the properties of proce

dures and it is from them that we can learn the most. Two

points stand out: we have philosophized relatively little about
the implications of social-choice theory for political philosophy.

There has been some argument about the defensibility of Ar
row's axioms, and many attempts to relax the axioms to avoid
the impossibility result. More importantly, however, philosoph
ical discussion has concentrated almost exclusively on the idea
that the purpose of democratic procedures is to reveal the pop
ular or general will.3 In social-choice theory, this is called the
collective or social preference. Explanations of this concept have
not evolved much since Rousseau's writings. If this is what so
cial-choice theorists have in mind in their mathematical analysis
of procedures, then we can say that their work has been unhelp
ful at best. The very idea that the notion of a common will can

be defined in terms of a function operating on an unlimited
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Political Equality and Majority Rule
The basic principle of political equality is that in collective deci
sion making designed for the purpose of deciding upon collec

tive properties of society, all the relevant means to securing
desired ends ought to be distributed equally. Voting power is
the first important candidate for inclusion among these means,
so I start with an analysis of procedural equality in voting.
Procedural equality gives each participant one vote per issue
and the decision is made by determining which alternative wins
a majority of votes cast. At least this would be the method for

the simplest procedures and decision problems, namely, two
alternatives that the group must decide between, and one need
only vote for one's first preference. An example of this kind of
procedure is provided by Brian Barry.4 Imagine five individuals

in a train compartment, some of whom smoke and some of
whom do not. Some of them prefer that no one smoke while
others are willing to permit it. The decision to be made is
framed as a decision between allowing anyone or no one to
smoke. Each person gets one vote. If at least three vote in favor
of smoking then the decision is to permit smoking and if at least
three vote against then the decision is to prohibit it.
What is it about this procedure that makes it egalitarian? In a

clear sense it is not egalitarian: some people end up getting
what they want and the others do not. That is, the outcome can

be described as inegalitarian. But this outcome does not show
us the nature of the procedure because it is compatible with
egalitarian outcomes if everyone is in agreement. Nevertheless,
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procedure

can

produce

cannot look at outcomes
dure is egalitarian.
Anonymity

and

alo

Neutral

In social choice theory, in t
erences of voters and outco
can be shown to be egalitari
ties that qualify it as an ega
one vote system and it is a
majority rule is anonymous
method produces will not ch
for and against remains the
voted for or who against.
by a plural voting system. If
votes of B, C, D, and E were
make a difference who voted for what since the votes of A and

B would produce a tie whereas those of B and C would not.
(This property of anonymity is also called symmetry or undif
ferentiatedness by some.)

Neutrality is a property of voting procedures that are not
biased in favor of any of the alternatives. An alternative is more

favored if it takes less votes to get it passed than the others.
Hence, most kinds of unanimity rule are non-neutral since they
favor the status quo. Only one vote for the status quo is neces
sary to assure its victory over competing alternatives, while every
vote for some alternative to the status quo is necessary to get

that alternative.

A simple majority procedure decides between only two alter
natives when the outcome is victory for either one or a tie. It is
easily shown that simple majority decision satisfies the two egal

itarian conditions as well as two other conditions, positive re
sponsiveness and decisiveness. Positive responsiveness assures
that a vote for an alternative that is already tied with or defeat
ing its opponent secures victory for that alternative. Decisive
ness implies that the procedure will always produce an outcome.
Indeed, Kenneth May has shown that simple majority decision
is the only decision procedure that has these properties.5
It is clear why anonymity is egalitarian. It simply specifies that
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Neutrality is also egalitarian.6 It
uals are treated equally rather th
But this condition is tied to indi
the alternatives for considerat
dure does not give any better
than any other and therefore, i

person

an

advantage

in

gettin

Non-neutral procedures favor s
example, special majority rules
of voters or all voters to vote i
that retains what is already in p
challenges it. This is because a n
a way of determining which alt
special majority and which alter
Without a default rule, the spec
select an outcome every time.
quires that an alternative get tw
win, there may be many cases i

two thirds will vote for one alternative and more than one third

will vote for the other. In these cases, the procedure will not

select an outcome. It is not decisive. Whatever default rule we

choose will put one of the alternatives at a disadvantage and
therefore put one or some of the participants at a disadvantage

in selecting an outcome. Therefore, non-neutral procedures
violate the principle of procedural equality.
An objection can be raised to this reasoning. One could argue
that no particular or nameable individual is disadvantaged by
this feature of a voting procedure. All individuals are faced with
the difficulty of displacing the status quo (or whatever the de
fault choice is) in the case of special majority procedures. Some
simply happen to prefer the status quo, but this has nothing to
do with the nature of the procedure, The procedure is compati

ble with everyone prefering the status quo and with no one
prefering it as well as with only some prefering it. Those who
prefer the status quo are advantaged by that but they are no

more in an advantaged position than those who prefer a posi
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Whether anonymity and neutrality are sufficient to make a
decision procedure egalitarian is still a question. First, I would

like to consider two difficulties with these conditions: indeter

minacy and composition.
Indeterminacy

One trouble with majority rule is that it does not easily move
from handling decision problems with only two alternatives to
problems with three or more. Majority rule satisfies two impor

tant egalitarian conditions on voting procedures. It does this
while also being decisive and positively responsive to individual
preferences. But these conditions all hold for majority rule only

in cases of dichotomous choice. In the face of more than two

choices, majority rule can fail to be decisive.

Consider the following case. Suppose we have three alterna
tives, x, y, and z, as well as five (n = 5) voters A, B, C, D, and E.
And further suppose that A and B support x while C supports y
and D and E vote for z. The rule that the alternative that gathers

n/2 + k votes wins will not tell us who the winner is. It is not

decisive for issues that have more than two alternatives. To stick

with majority rule, we could try to alleviate this problem by
devising a voting method that pairs each of the alternatives
against each other and determines which one can defeat all the
others in pairwise voting. At each stage of the voting only two
alternatives will be pitted against each other and so we will be
able to use simple majority decision at each point. In our ex
ample we should expand our knowledge of each person's pref
erences to see how they rank all the alternatives. Suppose that A
and B agree to the ordering xyz (where xyz means x is prefered
to y and y is prefered to z), while C orders the alternatives yzx,
and D and E agree on zyx. If we see how each alternative fares
against each other we will find that y defeats x with the votes of
C, D, and E and y beats z with the votes of A, B, and C, while z
defeats x with the votes of C, D, and E. Hence pairwise voting
between all the alternatives makes y the winner because it can
defeat both of its rivals. In this case, y is called the Condorcet
winner. We shall have to think about the significance of a Con
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the order xyz, Cs preferenc
ranking zxy. Here, not only
the alternatives are voted
defeat each of its alternative
y with the votes of A, B,
votes of A, B, and C; and z d
alternative is defeated by so
voting. Figure 6.1 illustrate
rule, even in its extended fo

We

can

get
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determinate

any number of alternatives
dure. This is characterized by
each other and then pitting

the third alternative. Here the determinate outcome is the alter

native that remains after all others have been sequentially elim

inated. The trouble is that the outcome could depend on the

order in which the alternatives were pitted against each other.
In fact, someone who could determine the order would do best,
if the preferences were of a cyclical sort, always to bring his
favored alternative in last. The alternative of the three cyclic
preferences that is pitted against the victor of the first contest
will always win.9 It is easy to see how this is true. If we assume
that the participants have the preferences described above, if
we want x to win then all we have to do is have x compete against
Figure 6.1. Cyclical preferences.
A A BB
1

2
3

C
C

D
D

EE

y
1 x x y
z zz
z
X
2 y y yy z x
xX
z
z
X
3 z z x yy yy
X

X

z
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The difficulty with the amendment procedure is that it vio
lates our egalitarian condition of neutrality since it makes the

outcome depend on the order in which the alternatives are
presented. The procedure is biased in favor of the alternative
that is introduced last. It buys decisiveness at the price of equal

ity. Again, this may not always be a defect; the amendment
procedure is frequently used in legislative committees because

of its non-neutral character. They use the amendment proce
dure and always introduce the status quo alternative last. In the

absence of an alternative that can beat all others in pairwise
voting, the status quo will usually win.10 Nevertheless, we lack a

complete specification of the notion of equality in decision

making procedures.11 We lack a notion of procedural equality
that is able to give us a solution to the problem of equal division
in certain circumstances.12
Composition

Another difficulty with procedural equality is the problem of
composition. If we think that a procedure is egalitarian and we
apply that procedure to two separate issues we may get a result
that is quite different from using the same procedure to decide
on the two issues in combination. Consider the following array
of preferences for the issues w against x and y against z for our
five voters A, B, C, D, E. Let w and x stand for the no smoking
smoking issue and y and z may stand for no radio playing-radio
playing. A, B, D, and E prefer w to x while C ranks x over w. C,
D, and E prefer y to z while A and B want z. If we were to treat
these preferences in separate procedures, w would defeat x and
y would beat z. Our egalitarian procedure would produce w and
y. Now consider how the orderings look when the preferences

over the two issues are combined (fig. 6.2). Here the voting
procedure that combines the two issues into one with four alter
natives, wz, xz, wy, and xy, produces cycles that include all four
alternatives.13 Here, wz is preferred by a majority to xz, which is
preferred to wy, which in turn is prefered to wz. There is an
other as well: xy is preferred to xz, which is also preferred to wy,

which in turn defeats xy. In any event no alternative defeats all
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6.2.

Voting
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the others, hence we have the same situation as the proble

described in the previous section. But it is interesting that w

which would have been the choice had the issues been decided

separately, now loses to xz. Not only is the outcome of this
procedure indeterminate, it also defeats the separately chosen
outcomes.

Obviously, this is because new information is being allowe
determine the outcome. This can be shown by the fact that

of the voters' second and third rankings could have bee

dicted on the basis of the results of the earlier procedures

have no reason, on the basis of the earlier separate dec

alone, to believe that A, B, and C would have ranked xz ove
Nor do we have any reason to believe that D and E would s
on the ranking of wz and xy. Furthermore, had either one
B, or C preferred wy over xz, ivy would have been the winn

our extended majority rule. Or even if just two of them

been indifferent between ivy and xz, ivy would have been
winner. In order to explain the peculiar result above, eith
or B think that the issue of radio playing is more import
them (they would rather hear the radio play even if it me
putting up with smoking than not hear the radio and not
smoking), or there is some kind of complementarity betw
the issues (smoking and radio playing combined just are be
than no smoking and no radio playing).

The problem of combining and separating issues bec

even more serious when the preferences over the alternat
are non-separable.14 Nonseparable preferences are preferen
over alternatives such that if one of the preferences is not

fied then the other preference ordering will change. T
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procedure is unworkable and th

same results as a global proced
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truly egalitarian procedure is im
not be assured by the less egalit
Agendas

Situations like the preceding, in which the outcome turns on
how the issues are presented, suggest that political equality can

not be adequately characterized in terms of the voting proce
dure itself. There may still be a way the proceduralist might
save the notion of procedural equality. We have a procedural
mechanism at our disposal: a procedure for determining agen
das. One might argue that political equality must include some
egalitarian procedure for deciding how the issues are to be
combined and ordered as well as which issues are to be up for a

vote. This would determine how issues were to be combined

into larger issues. It would also determine how alternatives were

to be ordered in a voting procedure like the one I described

above as the amendment procedure. There the order is a crucial
determinant of what the outcome is going to be in many circum

stances. If one selects one order and there is no Condorcet

winner, then the last alternative may often be the winner, again
assuming that voters vote sincerely. Finally, the issues that come
up will obviously have an impact on what the collective decision

procedure selects. Some individuals or groups might end up
having little or no impact on collective decision making insofar
as they are rarely or never able to place issues or alternatives on
the agenda.

Hence, we might devise an egalitarian procedure for deter
mining agendas since the agenda and its formation are so signif
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the

alternatives.

Some

others to the voters and some combinations of alternatives are

preferred to combinations of others. In addition, the prefer
ences of voters may be nonseparable. The determination of the
agenda in these cases is an important part of the determination
of the outcome. But here too we will have a problem with an
indeterminacy, since some agendas are associated with a victory
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Equality Without Voting on the Basis of Preferences
The foregoing proceeded on the assumption that the purpose
of voting is to express preferences. That is, individuals vote in a
way that is in accordance with their preferences regardless of
the outcome of the vote. If they were asked to vote once on one
issue, we assumed that they would vote for the alternative that
is highest on their preference schedule. And for every vote they

cast, they would always vote for the alternative they prefer.
Indeed, this constraint on voting has great normative signifi
cance in social-choice theory. Most social-choice theorists have
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On the other hand, most voting procedures encourage s
tegic manipulation under certain circumstances.19 That i
one votes in a way that does not put one's first prefere
among alternatives hrst, second preference second and so

one can achieve an outcome that is better than if one votes in a

way that does. For example, a plurality voting rule where each

person casts a vote for a single alternative among three will
encourage one to vote for one's second preference if one's first
preference does not have many supporters. If one's first pref
erence is not likely to win and one's last choice will win if one
does not vote for one's second choice, then one will have an
incentive to vote for one's second choice. Here, voters are voting
only indirectly according to their preferences. Their first pref

erence is not revealed by their vote. The vote is being cast in

order to determine the outcome and in order to do that one

must assess the alternatives in accordance with one's prefer
ences and must determine how others are voting. This is called
strategic voting. In many cases of voting one will vote for one's
first preference, because that will be the best way of making it
the outcome of the procedure. But if one is voting strategically,
it is the outcome of the procedure that one is concerned with
foremost and not whether one's vote is for one's first prefer
ence. When one votes for one's first preference over outcomes,
this is usually called "sincere" voting. I shall call it "straightfor
ward" voting so as to avoid the suggestion of insincerity in the
notion of strategic voting.20

These kinds of manipulations will occur in cases of indeter
minacy (for individual strategic voting) and complementarity or
varying importance of issues (for vote trading). These are the
circumstances under which majoritarian procedures are subject

to strategic manipulation. If we know that one of the alterna
tives in a single procedure is a Condorcet winner, there is no
reason for us to engage in strategic voting unless we can pro
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win and since C prefers wy to
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when
y
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three

where

be

seen

voters

prefers

x

w

A

to

x to z and C prefers z to x and
winner (fig. 6.4). Let us supp
against z and then the winner

the outcome would be x, because x is a Condorcet winner. The

situation is such, however, that B has available a strategy that

can produce his preferred outcome y. B could vote for z, his
least preferred alternative, in the first vote and this would make
z the winner on the first round. Then when y comes up against
z, y will win.21

It should be clear that C and B would not have got what they
wanted had the other voters been aware of (1) the other's pref
Figure 6.4. Manipulation of majority rule.
Voter's Preferences
A

1
2
3

x
y
z

B

C

y
x
z

z
x
y
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one's preference orderings,
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contested alternative can be

and distribution of this information and these abilities.

That the nature of the voting procedure may not matter as
much as other considerations as long as certain constraints are
imposed becomes more evident when we consider the fact that
voting procedures are not used just once. Generally I have been
discussing voting procedures as if they were used to decide all
relevant conflicts in one single event. But, as noted in the section
on the problem of composition, this way of thinking of voting
procedures is extremely unrealistic. The information required
of participants to determine what issues would be relevant over
a long period of time as well as what their views on these issues
will be is far greater than any person could acquire. In general,

procedures are used to make piecemeal decisions about mar
ginal aspects of social life. The decisions can also be revised over
time given new information. And even the collection of such

partial procedures may not produce the same outcome as a

procedure that decided all the relevant issues at once.
But this feature of the use of procedures introduces another
kind of manipulation that I described before as vote trading.
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procedures

changes in the society and thos
the time, complementary in v
some issues that individuals fin

than

other

issues,

individuals

issues for other individuals' votes on other issues. Hence, an

individual's vote on an issue will not be independent of their
preferences over other alternatives when the procedures are
concerned with piecemeal changes. This is not true for the
global procedure I discussed earlier. Such a procedure would
not give any incentive to individuals to compromise and make
trades because all issues would be combined into the one global

procedure. With partial procedures we get vote trading and
with global procedures no vote trading. Of course there can still

be strategic manipulation in a global procedure both of an

individual and a collective kind.

The extent to which people can succesfully trade votes so as
to get outcomes that they desire also depends on their ability to
form coalitions as well as on their information about others'

preferences and voting strategies. People with more informa
tion will be in a better position to get the outcomes they want.
This is illustrated in figure 6.5. These are the preference sched
ules over the combination of issues w-x and y-z. As we can see, if

the issues were to be decided separately and everyone voted
according to their preferences, C, D, and E would ensure the
victory of x and A, B, and E would make up a majority for z. If
there were a combined procedure, xz would also be the Condor
cet winner. To return to the separate procedures, let us suppose
that A and C were aware of the preference orders of the others
and knew that they would vote straightforwardly. A and C would
Figure 6.5. Vote trading.
A

B

C

1

WZ
wz

wz

2

wy

xz

3

xz

wy

xz

wy

xy

xy

xy

wz

wz
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4

D

E

xy
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then have an incentive to trade votes on the issue. Since w-x is a

more significant issue for A and y-z is more important to C, A
could give up voting for z and vote for y in return for C's vote

for w over x. They together would then be able to get the

outcomes w and y.22

Obviously, these outcomes also could be upset. If B and D

were aware of everyone's preference orderings and of the ma
nipulations of A and C and were also aware of the passivity of
E, they might also agree to trade votes. B would be willing to
sacrifice w for the sake of getting z with the help of D, who votes

for z if B would vote for x. Thus, the outcomes of the trading

would be that x would win and z would win. Other manipula
tions are possible in these circumstances. E could attempt to
stop A from trading with C by offering to vote for w in return
for A not trading. This would at least secure the outcome z for
E and that is the most important alternative on her preference
orderings.
The situation here is already very complex and it is hard to
say what outcome would actually be brought about. This would

become even more complicated once we introduce more issues
to be decided separately. The point here is the same as for
manipulation in individual procedures. The importance of in
formation and coalition building abilities is highlighted, and

outcomes will depend heavily on their distribution.

From Procedural to Political Equality
Where has this argument taken us? I started by looking for a
conception of political equality by attempting to define a proce
dure that treated everyone equally. Two criteria for procedural
equality were proposed and argued for, but two serious difficul
ties were encountered. First, our criteria did not sufficiently

determine the outcomes of collective decision making. Many
outcomes might be produced by a procedure that satisfied these
criteria, but to produce a single outcome some other procedural
restrictions are necessary. Insofar as these further restrictions
on the procedures are either illegitimate or have the effect of

undermining equality, they proved not to be acceptable. We
also considered supplementing decision-making procedures with
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Let us turn our attention to th
method by means of which out
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is

a

common

way

procedure.23 At this point we n
First, it is impossible to have a m
directly from the unadulterated
Second, it is not at all clear why
claim is demonstrated by the vi
of voting procedures. But even
compatible" methods of voting
individuals into revealing their

much to look forward to.

The usual reason for developing incentive compatible proce
dures is belief in an aggregative conception of procedures. This
conception states that the purpose of a collective decision pro
cedure is to take a set of individual preferences and transform
them into a social preference. The use of the procedure must

guarantee that we have an outcome of a certain sort. This is
because the aim of the procedure will be to produce an outcome
that reflects either the common will of the individual partici
pants or a maximum of welfare for those individuals. This is
the justification on such an account of using such a procedure.
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not
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necessa
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common will seems misconceived from the start. The basis for
the idea that collective decisions should be made on the consen

sus of common will is that everyone should benefit from the
decision or the decision should in some way proceed from or at

least be in accord with the will of each and every person. In

order to do this one must find out the common will of all the

individuals.25 Needless to say, this expresses the ideal that social
life should be based in some way on a principle of unanimity. It
is not, however, a procedural principle; it is the idea that there

are areas of common agreement among the individuals in the
society if there is to be any society at all. The question for those

who adopt such a principle will always be, What is the best

method for discovering this area of agreement?26 Clearly, this
approach is inimical to that of the social-choice theorists since
the latter are concerned with defining a function that satisfies
certain properties, among which is that the function can operate
on a relatively large if not unlimited domain of preferences.
Social-choice theory starts from the assumption of a high degree

of disagreement among participants. The assumption behind
the idea of a common will is quite different. It is simply that in
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a society the preferences of indi
of similarity to each other and t
to discover this area of similarit
theory is that it should be possib
preference no matter how much
A utilitarian approach to social

preference is a kind of maxim
guided. This is because the dom

the collective decision function is defined does not and cannot

distinguish between self-regarding and other-regarding prefer
ences, which distinction is crucial for any utilitarian notion of
maximum welfare. It is not to my benefit to have my desire
satisfied that another be treated fairly, certainly not in the way
that it is to my benefit that my desire for ice cream be fulfilled.
Satisfying the former preference will not in itself contribute to

my welfare. The social choice procedures do not take into ac
count intensity of preference, at least in particular procedures.

It is only when procedures are manipulated and individuals

vote strategically and trade votes that intensity of preference

can be expressed. No conception of social preference that ig
nores these two points can guarantee or define utilitarian out
comes. Both the common will and the utilitarian approaches are
instrumentalist with regard to procedures. They evaluate pro
cedures in terms of whether they produce the right outcome
that is specified independent of the procedure. Hence, the idea
that there is some normative significance to the social prefer

ence should be rejected. This is independent of the Arrow

Impossibility results.
But if no special significance attaches to the idea of a social
preference then there is no reason to get people to vote straight
forwardly in a system of voting. Furthermore the whole idea of
defining a procedure as a "mapping from the preference order

ings of the collective to the outcome"27 seems to be pointless
since we cannot have such an object and there is no reason to
desire it. Finally, this definition would not be true of incentive
compatible procedures. Collective decision procedures do not
take us from the preferences of the collective to outcomes. One
has to participate in a collective decision procedure to have any
influence on the outcome. The fact that not everyone partici
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These uses of voting power ar
to produce the outcomes. Th
defined by the particular pr
what makes voting power a pr
the distribution of which is
procedure.
I define egalitarian-decision procedure as a procedure wherein
the distribution of procedural resources is equal. Majority rule
is an egalitarian procedure because the distribution of voting
power is determined by the principles of one person-one vote,
anonymity, and neutrality. These properties of majority rule
ensure an equal distribution of voting power. Inegalitarian
methods of decision making such as monarchy and oligarchy
can be described as methods that do not satisfy the anonymity
property. If the king votes for x, then x is chosen regardless of
what anyone else wants. Or if a majority of oligarchs votes for x

then that is the choice. All the resources for decision making
are given to one or a few.

Once majority rule is understood as a procedure in which
resources for determining the collectively binding decision are
equally distributed we can see why it might be thought desir

able. Insofar as we subscribe to a principle of equality of re

sources and we recognize that such a principle of distribution
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For as I show in the section on
failure

at

vote

trading

in
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will depend greatly on the dis
sources such as information a
tions. The examples I consider

tion of these resources could enable some to achieve their ends

at the expense of others just as much as a maldistribution of
procedural resources might help those who have the procedural
resources to achieve their ends at the expense of others. This is
not a result of the indeterminacy of egalitarian procedures but
the result of political equality being a relation between individ

uals who are using many procedures. Again, our notion of a
collective decision process will come in handy. It can be used to
describe the use of procedural and nonprocedural resources on
one issue; it also differs from a collective decision procedure in
that a process will encompass the application of procedures to
many issues.
A collective decision process will be inegalitarian if the proce
dures that are used are egalitarian when the resources that are

used for vote bargaining are unequally distributed. Now it is
amply clear that equality of resources in the collective decision
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This conception of political equality departs from most other
normative conceptions in that it involves a conception of the
political process as a competitive process in which individuals
compete to procure the outcomes of collective decision making
they prefer. It is quite distinct from the other usual conceptions

of political equality, such as the demand that each person's

interests are equally weighted in the process of decision making
or the conception that regards political equality as part of an
adequate notion of social preference. Insofar as the preferences
of individuals conflict, the resources for procuring their ends
ought to be divided equally so that each has equal opportunity
either to get what they want or to strike a compromise with

others.

NOTES

1. An exception to this is the considerable attention paid to the idea
of collective preference or general will by social choice theorists and
some philosophers. Most of this work has been negative. See William

Riker, Liberalism Versus Populism: A Confrontation Between the Theory of
Democracy and the Theory of Social Choice (San Francisco: W. H. Freeman
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bridge: Cambridge University Pres
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Thomas
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Christiano,
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3. See note 1 for some of the recent literature.

Illinois,
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Chicago

4. Brian Barry, "Is Democracy Special?," in Philosophy, Politics and
Society, 5th series, eds. Peter Laslett and James Fishkin (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1979), 155—96.

5. Kenneth O. May, "A Set of Independent, Necessary, and Suffi
cient Conditions for Simple Majority Decision," In Rational Man and
Irrational Society?, ed. Brian Barry and Russell Hardin (Beverly Hills:

Sage, 1982), 297-304.
6. This idea is suggested by William Nelson, On Justifying Democracy

(Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980), 25.
7. See May, "A Set of Conditions," 302.
8. Neal Reimer, "The Case for Bare Majority Rule," Ethics 62 (1951):
16—32 states that special majority rules give greater weight to the voters
of the minority and thereby violate equality.
9. See Robin Farquharson, The Theory of Voting (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1969) 62. For more generalized advice on how to win
with the amendment procedure when there is no Condorcet winner
see Bo Bjurulf and Richard Niemi "Order-of-Voting Effects," in Power,
Voting, and Voting Power, ed. Manfred I. Holler (Wurzburg: Physica

Verlag, 1982) 153-77.
10. William Riker, Liberalism versus Populism, 69—70. Of course this
assumes that everyone is voting sincerely. If everyone is voting just so
as to get the best outcome and they know how everyone else is voting,
the last alternative introduced will not win. See Farquharson, The The
ory of Voting, and Bjurulf and Niemi, "Order-of-Voting Effects."
11. In the case described previously, we were unable to suggest how
the notion of equality was to apply given the set of preferences. It

might be objected that we need not devise a notion of procedural
equality that is able successfully to handle any conceivable set of pref
erences. The example I have adduced, it might be argued, requires a
relatively unusual set of preferences and that a theory of politics in
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since they certainly occur. Th
basis of the cyclic preferences t

19 for some discussions of domain restrictions.

12. It might be claimed here that there are methods that satisfy the
neutrality and anonymity requirements but do not produce the inde

terminacy problem. Two methods are the Borda method, and the
modified Borda. These proceed on the basis of information about the
relative positions in the preference scales of the participants as well as
pairwise comparisons in order to produce outcomes. Thus, in figure
6.1, each alternative would win a number of points depending on its
position in the orderings of the individuals. If we assign three points to

first place, two to second place, and one to third, x would have
(3 + 3+1+2 + 2 = ) 11 points, y would have 9 points, and z would get

10 points. The winner would be x, the alternative with the most points.
There are reasons for not using the Borda method as a method of
voting. It seems to rely on some illicit assumptions about the compari
sons between rankings of alternatives. The fact that the method gives

three votes to one's first choice out of three and two to one's second

choice and only one to one's last choice suggests that the differences in

valuation between one's first and second choice and one's second and

third choices are the same. Indeed, the Borda count requires that one
make an assumption about the relative differences between one's pref
erences in order to produce a determinate result. Consider this array
of preferences in figure 6.6. Here, if we assign three points to the first

Figure 6.6. Point voting.
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ent between x and the other alternatives while D and E ranked z far

example,

above the other alternatives. If one were to take intrapersonal and
interpersonal comparisons seriously, z should be the winner and the
Borda method would give us the wrong outcome. Though there should
be a way in which individuals can express varying intensities of interest
in different alternatives, this rigid and externally imposed way is inap
propriate. Any procedure that determines independently of the voter
what the possible comparisons between the alternatives are in such a
crude way is unacceptable.
13. See Nicholas R. Miller, "Logrolling, Vote Trading, and the Par
adox of Voting: A Game Theoretical Overview," Public Choice 30 (1977):

51-75. See also Barry, "Is Democracy Special?," 163-64 for a discus

sion of this example.

14. See E. M. Uslaner, "Manipulation of the Agenda by Strategic

Voting: Separable and Nonseparable Preferences," in Power, Voting,
and Voting Power, ed. Manfred, J. Holler (Wurzburg: Physica-Verlag,
1982), 135—52, for some startling results of separating and combining
issues in the same procedure.
15. Barry, "Is Democracy Special?," 164.
16. This example is adapted from Miller, "Logrolling," 70.
17. This is not exclusively a difficulty for egalitarian theories. For a
version of this problem in relation to notions of efficiency, see Russell
Hardin, "Rational Choice Theories," in Idioms of Inquiry, ed. Terence
Ball (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1987), 67-91.
18. The indeterminacy problem in political equality seems to arise
from the possibility of certain kinds of preference orderings. That is,
procedures that satisfy anonymity and neutrality are not decisive in
certain circumstances because the preferences of the voters take the

procedure into a cycle. Those procedures that are determinate and
produce outcomes do not, on the other hand, fully satisfy neutrality. If
the domain of preferences could be restricted in some way, then there
would be a way to characterize certain procedures as fully egalitarian.
For two different ways of restricting the domain of preferences, see
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21. See Michael Dummett and Robin Farquharson, "Stabili
ing," Econometrica (1961) 29, 1: 33-43.
22. This example is adapted from Riker, Liberalism versus
159.

23. For this kind of definition of democratic procedures

"Is Democracy Special?," 156, as well as Robert Dahl, "

Democracy," in Philosophy, Politics and Society, ed. Peter
James Fishkin, 5th series (New Haven: Yale University P
97-133. This sort of conception of democratic procedures i

among those social choice theorists who think that social ch

is directly applicable to democracy; see Riker, Liberalism versu

22, as well as critics of his, Jules Coleman and John Ferej
racy and Social Choice," 7. See also Robert Dahl, A Preface t

Theory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956), ch

Mansbridge, Beyond Adversary Democracy (Chicago: Univer
cago Press, 1983); Peter Jones, "Political Equality and Majo
in The Nature of Political Theory, ed. David Miller and Larr
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), 155-82; and also Pe
Democracy and Disobedience (Oxford: Oxford University Pre
24. This is the conclusion of William Riker in Liberalism V

lism.
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Political
25.

See

trans.
Brian

Equality

Jean-Jacques

G.

D.

Barry,

H.

Cole

"The

183
Rousseau,

(London:

Public

Th

J.

Interest,"

38 (1964): 9-14.

26. See Rousseau, The Social Contract, 276-79; and Cohen, "Epis
temic Conception," 34.
27. Coleman and Ferejohn, "Democracy and Social Choice," 7.
28. This is more in accord with the game theoretic account of pro
cedures; see Gibbard, "Manipulation of Voting Schemes."
29. Allen Buchanan, Ethics, Efficiency and the Market (Totowa, New
Jersey: Rowman & Allanheld, 1985), 31.
30. Of course it may be necessary to restrict trades in some ways so
as to preserve equality from the cumulative effects of many persons
acting in an uncoordinated way. For an egalitarian justification of these
restrictions in the economic sphere see G. A. Cohen, "Robert Nozick
and Wilt Chamberlain: How Patterns Preserve Liberty," Erkenntnis 11

(1979): 5-23.
31. Unfortunately, even these tentative solutions cannot give us a
complete answer to the problem of global versus marginal political
equality. This is because the information requirements that exist for
adequately making decisions that take whole lives into consideration
are too great for any person to meet. But from the point of view of
equality, it is clearly an improvement to extend equality past the restric
tions ■ imposed by a decision-making procedure that insulates every
decision from every other.
32. See Thomas Christiano, Democracy and Equality, chap. 2.
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